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Introduction   
Why dose we give importance to reservation policy in India? Reservation policy before Independence 

and after independence was implemented in India. The India has accepted new economic policy of 

1991 that is regarding to globalization. So India is said global India. We entered in globalization. It 

was run by WTO and India is one of the members of WTO due to this directly and indirectly we are 

implementing it as it is without any questioning. From Ancient India to 1947, the reservation policy of 

four varnas was run with the help of religious scriptures and its religious system. Work is fixed with 

birth. Bramhan, Kshtriya, Vaishya and Shudra these were the social group of people. They worked in 

their respectively manner. So many factions are divided into shudras that is called OBC according to 

Indian constitution and regarding to religious books. Schedule cast and schedule tribes were not 

included in four Varna. They are called outsider of Varna. They were treated as slave of above four 

varnas. The population of SC and ST is 22.5 % in India and OBCs population is 52% in India. The 

OBC was also treated as slave of above three varna. They had their fix occupation which fixed by 

varna system. They used to get earning from their occupation. But what about their dignity, honor and 

standard of living? food, clothes and shelter are known as fundamental needs. Fundamental needs of 

Shudras (OBC) was cared by social order system of varna that too limited to fourth number of varna 
OBC. These fundamental needs were denied to SC, ST, NT, DNT etc. by varna system. Education, 

Health and Employment with honor can de or should be second fundamental needs to all. It is part of 

justice, liberty, fraternity and equality. With this regard Indian Policy Makers were accepted and 

implemented the reservation policy. Status and direction of reservation policy in globalization word 

and its strategies are developing and maintaining the socio economic status  is in favor of capitalist 

class 

Objectives of the Study 
1) To know the reservation policy and globalization 

2) To highlight on reservation in global India 

3) To highlight on direction of so called ruling class in global India 

Scope of the Study 
The research is on socio economic development of Indian People. Indian policymakers are 

implementing so many policies to develop standard of living of human being. Socio economic 

development is central area. Policymakers accepted reservation policy to develop standard of living 

with dignity. So scope of this study is limited up to socio economic development.    

Research Methodology 
Primary data and secondary data are used to research study. Questionnaire was prepared to get better 

information from social activists and thinkers regarding reservation policy.  Secondary data was also 

used. The data was collected from different reports, reputed books and Journals daily news papers. 

Hypothesis tested: 

1) Reservation policy is not being Implemented properly 

2) Socialism was converted into capitalism in the name of globalization. 

Reasons for implementing reservation policy 
 Reservation Policy has been discussed in different attitude and policymakers has adopted it and 

implemented it. Some reasons are discussed as per below. 

1) To implement equality, fraternity, liberty and justice. 
2) To provide adequate representation in democratic institutions. 

3) To establish democratic equality. 

4) To give equal platform to social group of people. 

5) To give chance for increasing socio-economic status.  

6) To stop exploitation of social group of people  in the name of Varna system. 

All above policies for enhancing standard of living are known as reservation policy.  
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Reservation in Global world  
All over the World there are four types of system to run the country. One is capitalism which is run in 

America, second is socialism which is run in Russia, Third is Communism which is run in China, and 

fourth is Brahminism which is run in India. Fourth system is called mixed economy. Indian 

policymakers adopted more part of socialism in mixed economy that give equal opportunity to social 

group of people (SC, ST,OBC, NT, VJNT  and Converted Minorities). The concept of socialism is 

incorporated in Indian Constitution.  But when we see percentage of this social group of people in 

higher democratic institution is not given adequate representation. It is being abolished in the name of 

globalization. Indian mixed economy is turning to total capitalism that is in favor of varna system. It 
can be reestablishment of social order systems which was being run before independence of India.  

The policy of globalization cannot be neglected. It is a global truth.   In India the system 

of globalization is in the hand of so called ruler class. Human rights are fundamental rights of people, 

It should be maintained and social system and scope of development of socio-economic status of all 

human being should be secured in global world. It is also part of human rights. In India Adivasis are 

being displaced in the name of globalization and in the name of development of country.   India’s 

reservation policy is being run and it should be secured in global world. Reservation helped us to 
some extent. But in present scenario, mixed economy which accepted more part of socialism in Indian 

Constitution but it is being converted into total capitalism by so called ruler class. it feels that, Total 

privatization policy is behind of all this. American capitalism and their social – cultural system are 

totally deferent than India. American Capitalism represents equality manner. There is no cast 

hierarchy. So American people gets benefit of globalization. They give priority to weaker section in 

social group of people. There is no Varna system and its social order system and also its implemented 

class. But in India here is so called class which has tendency of cast hierarchy. It was become a part of 
religion.   

 Concluding  Remark 

More part of socialism is basic requirement of democratic equality, with this scope social 

equality, fraternity liberty and justice can be secured. But Indian global system does not have such 

type of scope. It is only a centralization of all resources in the hand of so called governing class. So 

that the reservation in global India is being decrease step by step in the name of globalization and 

secured supremacy by so called ruling class.   

Suggestions:- 
1) To maintain ratio of 80 : 20 for socialism and capitalism respectively 

2) To provide global security for social justice in global world 

3)  To provide equal resources to social group of people 

4) To implement 100 % Indian constitution for social justice 

5) To put control on WTO’s policy and give priority to constitutional safeguard which was designed for 
social group of people.   
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